View the complete version: looking through the members list

Posted by: surfenstein
Date: 04-12-2009 14:05:50
matt have you just made some of those names up??? i mean( ken livingstone) is that really a member and i see my ex is
banned,lmao.
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 04-12-2009 14:59:50
Mark..... This is no place to find people on a lust to..ahem...groom :lol:
Posted by: Matt
Date: 04-12-2009 15:05:30
Never figured out that K.L one yet. I think that's someones alter ego. :D
Posted by: biosurf
Date: 04-12-2009 16:24:00
Would we call him Burgundiddy Ken on a Surf forum?
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 04-12-2009 18:21:59
surfenstein wrote:
and i see my ex is banned,lmao.
I can always undo the ban but i thought that would be easier
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 04-12-2009 18:45:51
There's quite a few banned already ... Sort of reassuring that we can post as we do, and stupidity gets you offed. Who does
the wet work though?
Posted by: Matt
Date: 04-12-2009 18:50:18
gwh200 wrote:
There's quite a few banned already ... Sort of reassuring that we can post as we do, and stupidity gets
you offed. Who does the wet work though?
Spammer wise, whoever gets there first. Nobhead wise, whoever wins the toss, generally. :devilish: Or, one might even reserve
the privilege of kicking certain people in advance in certain cases. :devilish: :D
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 04-12-2009 18:59:46
One being shogunphil

as for the spam i think there has been only 2 and on of them did 39 post that had to be deleted one by one
As for banning new unwanted members ....... that might be a bit of a scramble :devilish:
Posted by: logey
Date: 04-12-2009 19:16:09
gwh200 wrote:
stupidity gets you off
that explains it then gra (rhymes with gay). stupidity turns you on eh? :D
cool, smilies here too!!!
Posted by: BPSparx
Date: 04-12-2009 19:28:18
whos GGT?
Posted by: Predictable Bob
Date: 04-12-2009 19:33:55
:devil:
Gay Ginger Tosser perhaps ?
:whistle:
Posted by: Matt
Date: 04-12-2009 19:42:09
Predictable Bob wrote:
:devil:
Gay Ginger Tosser perhaps ?
:whistle:
:thumbsup: :D
Posted by: surfenstein
Date: 04-12-2009 19:57:17
Bio Hazard wrote:
surfenstein wrote:
and i see my ex is banned,lmao.
I can always undo the ban but i thought that would be easier
FFS.dont bloody do that. :lol: :lol:
Posted by: Matt
Date: 04-12-2009 20:06:30

Coward. :D
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 04-12-2009 20:07:26
surfenstein wrote:
Bio Hazard wrote:
surfenstein wrote:
and i see my ex is banned,lmao.
I can always undo the ban but i thought that would be easier
FFS.dont bloody do that. :lol: :lol:
ok consider her unbanned ...............mate

NOT :devilish:
Posted by: surfenstein
Date: 04-12-2009 20:10:00
Matt wrote:
Coward. :D
believe me matt she would have you cowering in a corner as well. :P
Posted by: surfenstein
Date: 04-12-2009 20:11:23
Bio Hazard wrote:
surfenstein wrote:
Bio Hazard wrote:
I can always undo the ban but i thought that would be easier
FFS.dont bloody do that. :lol: :lol:
ok consider her unbanned ...............mate

good man for a minute there i though i was gonna have to get melons to beat you with her whip.

NOT :devilish:
Posted by: Matt
Date: 04-12-2009 20:11:54
surfenstein wrote:
Matt wrote:
Coward. :D
beleive me matt she would have you cowering in a corner as well. :P
That's just a general knack all women have ain't it? :devilish:
Posted by: surfenstein
Date: 04-12-2009 20:13:31
Matt wrote:

surfenstein wrote:
Matt wrote:
Coward. :D
beleive me matt she would have you cowering in a corner as well. :P
That's just a general knack all women have ain't it? :devilish:
in general yes but some are well practised in the procedure. :lol:
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 04-12-2009 20:20:05
surfenstein wrote:
Bio Hazard wrote:
surfenstein wrote:
FFS.dont bloody do that. :lol: :lol:
ok consider her unbanned ...............mate

good man for a minute there i though i was gonna have to get melons to beat you with her whip.

NOT :devilish:
But i enjoy that ........... harder harder :chained:
Posted by: meooo
Date: 04-12-2009 20:36:39
I like a woman with spirit :)
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 04-12-2009 22:23:52
logey wrote:
gwh200 wrote:
stupidity gets you off
that explains it then gra (rhymes with gay). stupidity turns you on eh? :D
cool, smilies here too!!!
Stupidity is the finest thing in the world logey( rhymes with felching cottager..... In Martian) :lol: :lol:
Posted by: stormforce
Date: 04-12-2009 22:28:40
gwh200 wrote:
logey wrote:
gwh200 wrote:
stupidity gets you off
that explains it then gra (rhymes with gay). stupidity turns you on eh? :D
cool, smilies here too!!!
Stupidity is the finest thing in the world logey( rhymes with felching cottager..... In Martian) :lol: :lol:
good job you 2 know what your on about cause i ain't a clue

or maybe i'm just thick ;)

